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APRIL MEETING CANCELLED
NEXT MEETING: May 12, 2020
Streetsville United Church
274 Queen Street South
Doors open 6:45 p.m.
Meeting starts 7:30 p.m.

The president’s Message
Welcome Spring!! Certainly not the start to the season that we all were expecting, but it’s what we have.
We are fortunate to be in Canada in these uncertain times. Stay home, stay safe, stay healthy.
It will come as no surprise to anyone I’m sure that there will be no April meeting of the Streetsville
Horticultural Society. We will hopefully be able to reschedule our speaker for another date and hold an
Open House whenever we can.
I am waiting for the warmer weather and the chance to get outside in my garden. I certainly won’t be able
to say I didn’t have time for all of the things planned. One of the items on my list was digging up plants for
the SHS Plant Sale. Like everything else, this too is uncertain. But we will plan and prepare for it as best we
can. Please read the note from Monica Ross regarding the plant sale in this newsletter.
The planned District 15 AGM scheduled for April 25 has been postponed. Updates on the District website at
https://gardenontario.org/district-listing/entry/308/. A new date will be announced later.
While we are inside, there are some lovely websites offering virtual visiting to places that we might not
otherwise see. Check out Keukenhof Gardens – its tulip time in Amsterdam and they are sharing it for free https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=657728908325779,
And for something a lot closer to home, check this out –
https://www.atlasobscura.com/articles/a-secret-forest-grew-for-millennia-in-north-america-withoutanyone-noticing?utm_source=facebook.com&utm_medium=atlaspage&fbclid=IwAR3_XJmdnLO_UWmHl4IaBE2wZnv2kf58SAwnOY2SaZcqpruSSsLsMD8oFGA
I hope everyone is taking care of themselves and those close to them. We will get through this together,
and hopefully sooner rather than later. Updates regarding SHS will also be posted on our website
http://www.streetsvillehort.ca/.  Marg Rowan, Co-President
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Speaker of the month
April speaker was to have been Julia Dimakos, her topic, "Successful Vegetable Gardening". As a substitute
to hearing her live presentation, our readers may want to download her Free booklet, available via her
website, address below.
https://juliadimakos.com/
Julia is tentatively booked for our May 10th, 2020 meeting.

Plant Sale News
As you all know our yearly plant sale is scheduled to take place on Saturday May 23, 2020, the weekend
after the Victoria Day holiday.
At the present we still intend to hold the plant sale on that date eight weeks from now. If necessary, we can
easily reschedule to a later date.
This year's early spring is a bonus, plants will be up and growing soon. You know what to do; go back
through your garden pictures from last year and decide which plants are too big, or not performing as you
hoped, when the plants are a few inches tall, dig them up. If you are donating a whole plant there is no
need to split it into sections. If you want to reduce the size of the plant, take a sharp spade or shovel and
chop off part of the plant. If you want more information about dividing perennials look on our website
under the education tab for an article on dividing plants.
The next step is to put the plant or plants in a plastic bag or cardboard box and drop them off at any of the
following locations, leave them on the doorstep. We will provide updated information as needed.
Carol Ashford
Monica Ross
Dean Scully
Janice Ward
Grace McElhinney

1750 Melody Drive
6978 Chilcot Court
6592 Eastridge Road
3157 Alfresco Terrace
1623 Summergrove Cres

Remember to include (in a zip lock bag or similar) the name of the plant, colour and size.
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 Monica Ross, Plant Sale Chair and Carol Ashford, Plant Sale Expert Extraordinaire

Passing the quarantine!
Yesterday, I received my temporary laid off notice. But I have a job.
Today, I worked in my garden for three hours. The weather was perfect: sunny but also crisp. My daughter
is working from home and can watch me while I am cleaning the bed, how I mix the soil with manure,
classify seeds, label pots, water and move the houseplants around. My dog is also very excited.
I started my gardening journal to learn, to share, to have sense of community, and to grow my own. Now
my garden will keep me busy and happy, it will provide me with a “job” and keep me far from the news; the
only thing people talk about in my office.
I wish that now, that we are forced to be confined and
maintain “social distance” people recognize that what we
have is more important and valuable the what we don’t
have. Just to mention a few things:

Time. A lot of time. As a commodity can be saved, used or
invested. I choose to invest my time in tasks that provide
peace of mind. Gardening is an excellent way to keep my
mind busy, focused and clean (it’s like yoga, but for free).
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Kids at home. Keep them busy in the garden. Teach them about nature, how to grow a plant, talk to them
about memories of when you where kid. Passing knowledge and traditions is more valuable than inherited
money.
Unused skills. What about cooking new recipes? The cookies, pastries, pasta that our mothers used to
bake. Or search for them in YouTube, internet or calling friends for their own. “Social distance” doesn’t
mean social isolation!
Photography. Take the picture for our contest. What about crafting: crocheting, knitting, making a
blossom chart, starting a garden scrap book, or making a bird feeder.
Unused stuff. “Spring cleaning” - check for things that you can donate or reuse. Keep your house clean,
this will make you feel busy and will help to prevent mold and bacteria grow in your house.
Food scraps. Their seeds can be use for new ones: Tomato, jalapeno, peppers, all of them can grow again.
You can also use for composting or to fill up your bird feeder.
Use your “reset button” and enjoy learning new things!!.  Nury Garzon

Bloom charts
Bloom charts are very helpful when designing your garden, they help you
keep track of when plants in your garden are in flower, showing you
when there are gaps in bloom. It can be an important tool in achieving
succession of bloom in your garden design. Using a bloom chart for
individual areas will also be a help in colour design, allowing you to
better plan beds devoted to monochromatic schemes, such as white or
mauve sections of the garden, or more intricate combinations of pink,
lavender and silver, for example. A bloom chart has places for you to
write in plant names on one side and columns for the weeks in spring,
summer and fall months are listed across the top. First, list the flowering
trees, shrubs, perennials, vines and bulbs you already have. Gather any
memories, photos and notes you have, because this initial survey will be
your key to starting a record of flowering schedules.
As each plant begins to flower, mark the weeks it’s in bloom on the chart. For example, if daffodils begin to
bloom the second week of April and last until the second week in May; check off those four corresponding
boxes on the chart, next to the entry for daffodils. Your plant survey and the resulting master list not only
shows what specimens you have growing and when they flower, it also reveals the time periods when
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there’s nothing in bloom. Once the bloom-time chart is filled in, it will be possible to pinpoint short periods
of time when nothing is in bloom; for instance, the first 10 days of October, when there’s a slight gap as
chrysanthemums fade and late black-leaved cimicifuga isn’t quite out. To bridge that gap will be a research
challenge. Plant encyclopedias, good nursery catalogues and Internet sources list the bloom times for
perennials and these resources will help you decide on plants to add next year to fill in the gaps.
When using reference material, remember to include your hardiness zone, both in plant selections and in
bloom-time adjustment. Perennials adapt to seasonal temperatures, coming into flower earlier in warmer
zones (Zones 5 and 6), and later in Zone 4 and lower. In colder zones, winter conditions stay later in spring
and hard frost comes earlier in autumn, shortening the growing season. Once you have taken this into
account you can plan your garden appropriately, so you can have something in flower at all times during
the growing season in your area. When you have this information, plant selection at the nursery becomes
more purposeful, rather than being based on whim ("Oh, that looks pretty, let's buy it").
There are many examples available on the internet or you can create your own.

Shopping for plants
When shopping for new plants, it’s important to choose healthy, well-grown specimens that will settle in
quickly after they’re transplanted into your garden. This is especially important when buying trees and
shrubs — they’re a bigger investment than annuals and perennials, and you want them to be with you for a
long time.

Selecting annuals and perennials
Healthy annuals and perennials are stocky, compact and bushy.
Tall, spindly growth usually indicates the plant has been grown in
low light, wasn’t pruned or pinched properly, or has been
growing in its pot for too long.
Pass up flowering annuals already in full bloom; look for
specimens just coming into bud. In the case of perennials, the
more stems or growth points, the better. Look for signs of new
growth at the base of the plant.
Wilted leaves signal water stress. The plant may recover if it was
a one-time occurrence, but it’s difficult to know if it has been
water-stressed more than once—the plants can’t tell us. Sticky,
distorted or yellowing leaves, or leaves with streaks, blotches or
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mushy spots may be a symptom of disease or insect infestations. (Be sure to look under the leaves, too.)
Not only may the plant be at risk, but your garden, too, if you bring it home.
Don’t confuse powdery mildew with fertilizer residue on leaves. Fertilizer residue looks like an even coating
of small white splashes or spots. This residue is easily washed off when you get the plant home.
A few weeds growing in the pot isn't a problem, but if the soil is covered with them, this may be a sign of
neglect—those weeds may have dropped seeds in to the pot, they have also used moisture and nutrients
that the plant needed.

Check for healthy roots
Roots should reach to the bottom of the cell pack or pot, but not to the extent that they are growing out of
the drainage holes or covering the top of the soil. Conversely, avoid plants with an underdeveloped root
system, which may indicate poor health. However, a small plant surrounded by lots of soil may indicate
something else. Put your finger into the top inch or so of soil. If all you feel is soil, the plant was likely just
moved into a larger container, and it will have a larger price tag because of its pot size. The same-sized
plant in a smaller container may be a better value.
Sometimes it helps to get a close look at the roots, but this involves tipping the plant on its side and gently
slipping it out of its container. Most nurseries don’t mind if you’re careful and return the pot (and tag) back
into position, but you may wish to ask first. Look for healthy, white roots with some soil visible around the
perimeter of the root ball. Brown, mushy roots indicate a troubled plant.
If the roots are congested and tightly wound around the root ball—so dense that the soil is nearly
invisible—the plant is rootbound. This isn’t necessarily a deal breaker, but the plant is stressed, and you’ll
need to give it extra attention when planting,

Selecting trees and shrubs
Study leaves for signs of stress, disease or pests. If the plant is dormant, check if leaf buds are present and
beginning to swell.
Select specimens with evenly spaced branches and, in the case of trees, a straight leader (central stem). A
few broken twigs can easily be trimmed off, but jagged pruning cuts, broken limbs or nicked trunks may
heal slowly and allow disease organisms to enter.
Inspect the base of trees and pass up specimens with open cracks or splitting bark. Also avoid those with
roots circling the trunk at soil level (called girdling roots). This condition shortens the life of a tree. Some
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nurseries wrap corrugated cardboard around tree trunks to prevent damage during shipping. Remove these
wrappings after planting.
What’s a B&B tree?
Occasionally, nursery stock is sold balled and burlapped (called B&B) instead of in a plastic or fibreboard
container. B&B plants are generally dug in late winter or early spring while dormant. The root ball is
wrapped in burlap, then encircled with twine or a wire cage to maintain its integrity.
If the root ball is loose and crumbling inside the burlap, the roots may be damaged, jeopardizing the plant’s
long-term survival. (Always lift a B&B plant by the wrapped base; if you lift it by its trunk or main stem, the
weight of the soil may cause the root ball to break apart.)
After bringing a B&B specimen home, be sure to keep the
covering and root ball moist to prevent roots from drying
out before planting. If thick, rope like roots encircle the
root ball’s perimeter, try to tease a few away from the
root ball before planting. If the roots are more like a tight
mesh of netting, make three or four vertical cuts around
the root ball, from top to bottom. Both methods
encourage roots to grow out into the soil beyond the
planting hole.
What about non-traditional sources for new plants?
Plant prices can be mighty attractive at big box stores, grocery chains and other retail outlets that set up
temporary garden centres in spring and summer. Whether the plants are really a bargain or not depends on
several factors. The plants may have travelled a long distance before reaching their destination and may
have begun life in a hardiness zone far removed from your garden’s zone. While waiting to be purchased,
they may be cared for by staff unfamiliar with the importance of timely watering and protection from
extremes in weather. The employees may not recognize signs of disease and insect infestation, and neglect
to remove the sickly from the healthy.
That’s not to say there aren’t worthwhile plants and good bargains at these non-traditional sources.
Sometimes buyers at head offices are savvy and bring in new introductions at a reasonable price and have
staff on hand to keep the specimens happy and healthy until they find a home in your garden. Ask if the
plants are guaranteed and decide how upset you’ll be if they don’t survive the season.
https://gardenmaking.com
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PLANT PORTRAIT: GALANTHUS OR SNOWDROPS
The snowdrop is an early flowering bulbous plant. It is a genus of around 20 species and belongs to the
family Amaryllidaceae. It is native to Europe. The flowers hang down loosely giving the impression of
modesty. They have a creamy white color, they are narrow, long, slender, grass-like, and bluish-green in
color and can survive in any type of soil, but they grow well in rich and moist soils.
The Latin name Galanthus, signifies Milk flowers. A snowdrop looks like three drops of milk hanging from a
stem. The snowdrop has the ability to melt the snow around it as it produces its own heat. The hope for
new warmth comes due to its blossoming time as well as its heat. Snowdrops are a source of nectar for
winter insects. The common snowdrop contains an alkaloid called galanthamine, which has been approved
for use in the management of Alzheimer’s disease.
Snowdrop is a flower for birthdays celebrated in the month of January. They herald the coming of spring
and end of winter. Snowdrops have been seen as a symbol of purity and hope since a very long time.
Because of the similar appearance on all their species, there are only two species cultivated;
1. Galanthus elwesii, or the giant snowdrop was identified
by the British botanist Henry John Elwes on a visit to Turkey
in 1874. Species plants are native to mountain areas of
western Turkey.

2.Galanthus nivalis, or the common snowdrop. Nivalis is a
Latin word meaning relating to or resembling snow.
Some content supplied by Gardenerdy.
Photos taken in my garden this year. Grace Nelham
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MARCH PHOTO CONTEST
BLACK & WHITE CATEGORY
FIRST PLACE HENRY SHOUTEN

SECOND PLACE MONICA ROSS
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CATEGORY COLOUR
FIRST CAROL ASHFORD

SECOND JOYCE ROLSTON
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HONORABLE MENTION BLACK & WHITE CATEGORY CAROL ASHFORD

HONORABLE MENTION COLOUR CATEGORY
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